UDW+ STUDENT DASHBOARD ENHANCEMENTS

We are excited to share the significant improvements made to the UDW+ Student Dashboard. This dashboard has become your 'one-stop-shop' for all available student related metrics available in UDW+. This enhancement allows you to quickly and easily access all available student information in one place, thus eliminating the need to open multiple different dashboards. Furthermore, a new landing index page has been added that organizes and outlines the available student metrics, using data compiled from the following student dashboards:
- Student Academic Management Dashboard
- Course Evaluation Dashboard
- Academic Planner Dashboard
- Departmental Metrics Dashboard*
- Registration Pipeline Dashboard
- Retention Dashboard
- Student Financials Reports
- Financial Aid Dashboard*

*Please note that select metrics might require additional security access.

S14. STUDENT FINANCIAL DASHBOARD REVAMPED

The S14. Student Financial Reports have been updated and revamped to meet your needs! These reports allow the UDW+ student and financial reporting community to view student financial data from different perspectives, by using the four contained reports:

FAME to SF Reconciliation - shows the variance, if any, between the two systems due to a transaction that fails to load from Campus/SIS Albert into FAME (that might, for example, be due to a possible budget check failure). This report helps to determine any variances between what was posted on the General Ledger and SIS Albert/Campus.

SF Journal Report - shows all student financial transactions that make up the total for each Journal ID in FAME.
Tuition Report - shows the total revenue for tuition accounts in a given fiscal year, based on the student postings in SIS Albert.

Financial Aid Report - shows the total allotted financial aid for a given fiscal year, based on the student postings in SIS Albert.

NEW DISTANCE LEARNING IDENTIFICATION FIELD FOR UDW+ STUDENT AD HOC USERS
Select UDW+ Student ad hoc subject areas have been enhanced to include the 'Plan Instruct Mode'. This new field indicates whether the Primary Plan of study is offered via distance education, traditional (in-person), or other variations. UDW+ Student ad hoc users can use the new 'Plan Instruct Mode' field (located within the CPP folder) to determine which primary plans are offered via distance learning, and to track student registration in these programs. This field can also be used to track enrollment in distance learning vs. traditional in-person programs of study. The new 'Plan Instructor Mode' complements the already available 'Class Instruction Mode' field, which identifies distance learning at the individual class level.

HR ADMINISTRATION DASHBOARD AND HR SUBJECT AREAS UPDATED WITH 2018 IPEDS DATA
The UDW+ HR Administration dashboard has been updated to include 2018 IPEDS data. These updated numbers provide for the most recent HR census data, and the most recent active paid employees. UDW+ HR ad hoc users will also see updated IPEDS data in the HR - IPEDS Employee & Position Snapshot subject area. Users of this subject area (currently only available to Office of Institutional Research) can use the updated numbers to answer official IPEDS survey questionnaire to fulfill federal reporting requirements for 2018.

ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENTS TO THE UDW+ STUDENT DASHBOARD
As requested by the student reporting community, two additional enhancements have been made to the UDW+ Student Dashboard.
- All dashboard pages have a newly added filter allowing you to filter by 'Academic Level'.
- The GPA columns have been updated to show three digits after the decimal place.